MAKING THE
WORKPLACE
SMART, SAFE
AND COMFY
Siemens equips Singapore office with its Smart
Workplace technology to enable hybrid working
model
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The way we work has seen a fundamental shift in the
past year, brought on by the global pandemic and
the national lockdowns – such as Singapore’s Circuit
Breaker period – instituted to curb community
transmission of the virus. In order to keep business
afloat during these times, companies had little
choice but to adopt remote working arrangements
for their employees, pivoting traditionally brick-andmortar operations to the digital space.
While the world is gradually easing pandemiccentric restrictions and regaining some semblance
of life pre-pandemic, remote working arrangements
are not going away anytime soon. In fact, a sizable
number of companies want remote working
arrangements to continue in some form even after
the entire world has been vaccinated against the
virus. A survey of 127 professionals in the human
resources, legal & compliance and real estate roles
by research & advisory firm Gartner found that more
than 80 percent of company leadership plan to
allow employees to work remotely at least part of
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the time, with 47 percent saying that they will allow
employees to work from home full-time. A separate
survey of 669 CEOs by PwC also points to the
affirmative, with 78 percent of leaders agreeing that
remote collaboration is here to stay.
In light of the new normal and the future of work,
companies will have to remodel, reconfigure and
redefine the workplace to ensure that employees
remain engaged, motivated and productive even
when working away from the office.
To support the new normal and to ensure the
health, safety and wellbeing of its employees in
Singapore, SGBC Founding Member Siemens Pte
Ltd has equipped its Singapore premises with an
intelligent workplace platform to enable a hybrid
working model. This supports a safe return to the
workplace for Siemens’ 650-strong workforce and
lays the foundation for more agile and futureoriented working.

The backbone of the Smart Workplace solution is an
integrated mobile application aptly named Comfy,
which combines location, usage and building data
with a wide range of features to connect employees
to their office environment. App administrators can
define daily occupancy limits to comply with the
Singapore Government’s work-in-office and Safe
Management Measures at the workplace.
The Comfy app interfaces with a network of
intelligent IoT sensors from Enlighted Inc, which
collects a variety of environmental data including
motion, ambient light, temperature and power
consumption. When integrated with the Comfy app,
the sensor technology enables employees to check
the occupancy rate in the office and book a desk
or meeting room, based on predefined thresholds.
Through this, employees can register their intention
to work in the office, receive company-related

updates, use indoor navigation, locate coworkers and submit facility issues to the Facilities
Management (FM) or Sanitation teams. The app is
also integrated with the Land Transport Authority’s
open-source platform Land Transport DataMall to
allow users to get real-time bus arrival information.
The Intelligent Workplace Platform also provides
a dashboard of historical, current and future data
of employees returning to the office, eliminating a
manual and time-consuming tracking process.
The platform also offers in-depth analytics in the
form of dashboards and reports that provides
insights on how spaces are being used, enabling a
smarter, data-driven strategy for real estate rightsizing. This allows organisations to better maximise
their space through redundant space management,
leading to significant operational cost savings.
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Space analytics can show which spaces are being
used and when — by building, floor, room, and
even desk. If there are too many people on a floor,
the building manager can open new spaces to allow
for greater social distancing. If there are too few
people in an area, it can be closed off to conserve
power and resources. Space utilisation can also
inform cleaning schedules to make sure offices stay
safe, healthy and productive.
Comfy’s reporting dashboards also allows visibility
of average and peak usage over specified time
ranges, as well as utilisation across the entire floor
visualised on a heatmap. The better the data, the
better decisions building management can make. As
Comfy collects so many cross-sections of workplace
data, a complete picture of how real estate is being
used can be obtained.
“The COVID-19 situation has not eased so we need
to continue to be vigilant. Our priority is to protect
our people. By rolling out our Smart Workplace
solutions, we can provide more information to our
employees, to help them make informed decisions
about whether to return to the office or not, and if
they do, they can do so with a peace of mind,” said
Dr Thai-Lai Pham, CEO of Siemens ASEAN.
“This way, the application is also supporting our
new mobile working model which allows employees
to work from home or wherever they are most
productive two to three days a week.”
Images courtesy of Siemens.
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